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5Abstract One-dimensional nanomaterials (nanowires and nanotubes) have a num-

6ber of unique and interesting properties that have made them the subject of

7significant research for a wide range of applications. Electron microscopy is

8generally necessary for their morphological, structural, and chemical characteriza-

9tion due to their small dimensions. For applications such as nanomanufacturing, the

10synthesis process must be scalable. In the case of nanoelectronics, the tolerances are

11demanding, necessitating stringent control of process parameters. Catalytic chem-

12ical vapor deposition (CVD) is currently the most suitable route that allows both

13scalable production and selective, aligned growth directly on a substrate. Charac-

14terization of growth parameters and atomistic growth mechanisms is necessary if

15such nanomaterials are to be engineered for specific applications. Environmental

16transmission or scanning transmission electron microscopy (ETEM or ESTEM)

17provides the needed platform for in situ monitoring of the influence of processing

18parameters on nanomaterial structure and morphology. In this chapter, we present

19the practical aspects of experiment design, data analysis, successful examples, and

20the limitations of the ETEM platform for following one-dimensional nanomaterial

21growth processes.

227.1 Motivation and Background

231D Nanomaterials, such as nanowires and nanotubes, are a class of materials with

24large aspect ratios (ratio of length to diameter) and absolute diameter dimensions

25below approximately 100 nm. The unique and interesting phenomena observed in

26these materials arise due to quantum confinement effects, high surface-area-to-

27volume ratios, and the absence of defects, and result in exceptional properties.

28There are a wide range of applications that take advantage of these unique

29properties of 1D materials. For example, nanowires (NWs) have been proposed

30for use in electronic devices (Yang 2005), photonic devices (Reimer et al. 2012),
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31 photovoltaics, thermoelectrics (Hochbaum and Yang 2009), chemical sensors (Cui

32 et al. 2001), catalysts, and catalyst supports (Wang et al. 2011) and recently, in the

33 case of Si NWs, as battery electrodes for Li-ion batteries, with intriguing results

34 (Chan et al. 2008). In many instances, to maximize the effectiveness of NWs in a

35 specific application, it is necessary to control the growth rate and direction, and the

36 presence and arrangement defects. The single-crystal nature of many NWs is a

37 particularly valuable feature, which is most easily confirmed with diffraction and

38 imaging in an electron microscope.

39 Nanotubes constitute a second subset of 1D materials. They differ from

40 nanowires as they are hollow instead of solid, with an individual single-walled

41 carbon nanotube (SWCNT)—a single sheet of carbon atoms, a graphene sheet,

42 rolled into a tube—being the canonical example. Moreover, the structural variation

43 in nanotubes is not limited to different aspect ratios or diameters but includes the

44 fact that their wall thickness, i.e., the number of concentrically rolled sheets can

45 vary from a single sheet to multiple sheets. Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) were first

46 identified by Iijima (1991) using high-resolution transmission electron microscopy

47 (TEM) and electron diffraction. Applications for CNTs include field-emission

48 electron sources for displays or high-brightness electron guns, high-strength com-

49 posites, transparent electrodes, high-efficiency filters, and electronics, among many

50 others. A tremendous amount of research has therefore been performed to under-

51 stand and exploit the unique electrical, thermal, and mechanical properties of CNTs

52 (Baughman et al. 2002; Robertson 2004; Meyyappan 2005; Dresselhaus

53 et al. 2001).

54 The properties of nanowires and nanotubes are strongly dependent on their

55 crystallography and morphology. The primary goal is thus the controlled synthesis

56 of 1D structures with the required structure and dimensions to deliver the desired

57 properties. The transmission electron microscope is now capable of obtaining

58 direct, atomic resolution images of crystals and their defects. Chemical composi-

59 tion can also be mapped with a spatial resolution below the interatomic spacing in

60 many materials. However, the ex situ information thus obtained is often not

61 sufficient to optimize the synthesis conditions to yield the required structure and

62 morphology. In situ measurements that reveal the effect of synthesis parameters on

63 nucleation and growth mechanisms, structure and morphology, are therefore the

64 subject of intense development efforts (Ross 2010; Sharma 2005).

65 Environmental TEM (ETEM) is an excellent tool for growth studies because it

66 combines synthesis with characterization capabilities. With one experiment, the

67 crystallography, morphology, defect structure, and chemical composition can be

68 monitored during growth with moderate temporal resolution, which now reaches

69 into the millisecond regime. Critical measurements such as growth rates are possi-

70 ble with atomic-scale accuracy. Importantly, ETEM offers the possibility of mea-

71 suring the growth rate of individual nanomaterials and determining the structure

72 and chemistry of the active nanoparticle catalysts. Although the wealth of infor-

73 mation available from ETEM experiments has improved our understanding of

74 nanomaterial growth and enabled new science and engineering, ETEM also has a
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75number of limitations that must be considered during experimental design and

76interpretation of results (Sharma 2005, 2012; Egerton et al. 2004).

77In this chapter, we will review 1D nanomaterial growth with a focus on the

78fundamental phenomena that can be studied in the ETEM, followed by a practical

79description of experimental design, the important instrumental features, sample

80preparation, and data analysis. We will also review examples from the literature of

81successful ETEM growth experiments and the scientific knowledge gained. Finally,

82we discuss limitations, such as beam damage and uncertainties in temperature

83measurement, as these must be understood for correct interpretation of ETEM

84results.

857.2 CVD Synthesis Process

86Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is the most widely used method for the synthesis

87of 1D nanomaterials because it permits growth at relatively low temperatures with a

88high yield and the possibility of control over growth by selection of suitable

89catalysts, supports, temperature, and precursor pressure. In the CVD process,

90metal nanoparticles act as catalysts to (a) dissociate the precursor molecules and

91(b) provide nucleation sites for growth. This CVD process is sometimes also

92referred to as catalytic CVD (CCVD). There are clear similarities between CVD

93of nanowires and CNTs: in both cases, a catalyst particle dissociates and absorbs

94atoms from a gas-phase precursor and a second-phase; 1D nanomaterial is formed

95as the product (Moisala et al. 2003).

96Depending upon the synthesis conditions, NWs are known to grow by two

97mechanisms: vapor–liquid–solid (VLS) or vapor–solid–solid (VSS) (Dasgupta

98et al. 2014). For VLS growth, the temperature is between the elemental melting

99point of the catalyst (1064 �C for Au) and the eutectic temperature (363 �C for Au–

100Si) such that the catalyst particle is initially solid (Fig. 7.1, stage 1). In the case of

101the Au–Si system, introducing Si-containing gas molecules (or reaction with a clean

102Si substrate) increases the concentration of dissolved Si in the Au particle. As the Si

103concentration in the Au particle increases and shifts isothermally to the Si-rich side

104of the phase diagram, it crosses the Au-rich liquidus line and the catalyst melts

105completely (Fig. 7.1, stage 2); eventually, the composition will reach the Si-rich

106liquidus line and solid Si precipitates (Fig. 7.1, stage 3). Continued dissociation and

107absorption of the Si into the liquid Au–Si alloy catalyst feeds continued NW growth

108(Fig. 7.1, stage 4). Fundamental aspects of NW and whisker growth via the VLS

109mechanism are reviewed in (Ross 2010; Bootsma and Gassen 1971; Givargizov

1101975).

111On the other hand, NW nucleation and growth via VSS mechanism occurs from

112supersaturated solid particles below the eutectic temperature, where both the matrix

113and growing phase remain solid. The mechanism of NW growth is therefore simple

114precipitation, but with the important feature that the metal nanoparticles provide a
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115 template for growth and may control the diameter of the NW. Reference to a phase

116 diagram is useful to understand the thermodynamics of VLS or VSS growth.

117 Compound semiconductor NWs are more complicated and require additional

118 considerations as they are generally synthesized by metal organic CVD (MOCVD)

119 process and require two or more precursor gases. Therefore, a ternary phase

120 diagram is necessary to describe the possible phase transformations. For example,

121 GaN NWs form by nitridation of liquid Au–Ga by ammonia (NH3). Therefore, the

122 composition of Au–Ga droplet has to be in the liquid region as identified in the Au–

123 Ga phase diagram (Fig. 7.2a) and confirmed by experimental data shown in

124 Fig. 7.2b, c (Diaz et al. 2012).

125 The most commonly reported gases used for NW growth are digermane and

126 disilane for Ge and Si NWs, respectively. In situ measurements of GaN NW

Fig. 7.1 (a) A schematic drawing showing the steps in growth of a Si nanowire via the VLS

method and (b) the Au–Si phase diagram. The locations on the phase diagram corresponding to

steps 1–4 in the schematic are labelled. The initially solid catalyst dissolves Si until melting

completely (point 2). Once the Si concentration reaches the saturation level (point 3), the NW

nucleates and grows. The phase diagram was redrawn based on information from Okamoto and

Massalski (1983)
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127growth, using trimethylgallium (TMG) and ammonia (NH3) have also been

128reported (Diaz et al. 2012). Although Au is the most commonly studied catalyst,

129other catalyst materials for semiconductor NW growth are also possible including

130Ag (Wittemann et al. 2010), Al (Wacaser et al. 2009), Ni (Purushothaman and

131Jeganathan 2013), Pd (Hofmann et al. 2008), Cu (Wen et al. 2009b), and alloys of

132these metals (Chou et al. 2012; Wen et al. 2009a; Gamalski et al. 2013;

133Robertson 2012).

134The precise mechanisms of CVD CNT growth are still an active subject of

135research. Briefly, the process involves dissociation of the carbon-containing gas and

136the carbon adsorption on the catalyst surface, diffusion of the C atoms on the

137surface or in the bulk, formation of a CNT nucleus on the particle and CNT liftoff

138and growth. Questions remain about the chemical phase of the catalyst particle

139during growth, the role of bulk versus surface diffusion of C, the influence of

140particle size on CNT growth, and the initial nucleation and formation of a

141graphene layer on the catalyst particle prior to growth of the nanotube. It is likely

142that the details will vary significantly with growth conditions and metal catalyst

143used. In situ ETEM has shed light on a number of these questions as described

144in Sect AU3. 8.8.2.

Fig. 7.2 (a) Au–Ga phase diagram. (b, c) time-resolved video frames recorded during GaN NW

growth from Au–Ga liquid particles at 800 �C in 200 PaNH3). AU2Red arrows indicate step (i) where a
liquid Au–Ga particle becomes Au rich, and thereby solid, after losing some Ga to the environment

due to evaporation. White arrows indicate the NW growth if the particle composition is Ga rich,

step (ii) in the phase diagram; the particle remains liquid
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145 7.3 Advantages of In Situ Experiments

146 Ex situ, post-growth evaluation of nanomaterials in the TEM is a critically useful

147 technique for understanding lattice defects, chemistry, etc. at high spatial resolu-

148 tion. However, it suffers from a number of limitations alleviated by direct in situ

149 observations in the TEM. In particular, during cooling from the reaction tempera-

150 ture the catalyst particles may change phase, nanowires and nanotubes may change

151 their morphology, etc. In the case of Si NW growth, Ross et al. showed sawtooth

152 faceting on NW walls related to the presence of oxygen, and it appears that this

153 faceting is often not observed ex situ due to changes during cooling after reaction

154 (Ross et al. 2005). Another key advantage of in situ growth is the ability to directly

155 measure growth rates of multiple individual nanomaterials in the same experiment.

156 This capability has been exploited to identify time-dependent fluctuations in CNT

157 growth (Sharma 2009) and to examine size effects in nucleation and growth of NWs

158 (Kim et al. 2008; Kodambaka et al. 2006b).

159 7.4 Instrumentation Required

160 ETEM provides the most suitable platform for in situ growth studies as the chamber

161 surrounding the sample can be used as a “cold wall” CVD reactor, allowing the

162 complete set of nanoscale characterization techniques to be maintained. CVD

163 growth studies require: (1) the ability to heat the sample (typically to temperatures

164 in the range of ~300 to ~800 �C); and (2) the ability to introduce gas into the sample

165 area. In an ideal situation, heating and gas introduction would occur rapidly and

166 introduce negligible sample vibration and drift. Despite many years of effort and

167 significant progress towards this goal, drift, and vibrations, nonetheless remain

168 problems. The microscope design is described in more detail in Chap. 2 of this

169 book and previously in several reviews (Sharma 2001; Boyes and Gai 1997; Hansen

170 et al. 2010; Wagner et al. 2012) and heating holders are described in Chaps. 2 and 6,

171 and will not be discussed here.

172 For gas introduction into the vacuum of the microscope column, differentially

173 pumped systems with a gas inlet are now a commonly used design. In addition,

174 UHV TEMs, with or without additional differential pumping, with gas-introduction

175 hardware have been developed by a few researchers (Hammar et al. 1996;

176 McDonald et al. 1989). The modified UHV systems start with a TEM capable of

177 reaching base pressures below 1� 10�7 Pa and are modified to introduce small

178 amounts of gas (1� 10�5 Pa) (Hammar et al. 1996; McDonald et al. 1989). One

179 advantage of UHV systems is that by maintaining very low partial pressures of

180 oxygen or water, reactions on clean, or lightly contaminated surfaces, can be

181 observed. For example, the effect of a low partial pressure of oxygen (~1� 10�5 Pa)

182 on Si NW growth was revealed using a UHV TEM (Ross 2010; Kodambaka

183 et al. 2006a).
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1847.5 Experimental Design

185When designing an in situ growth experiment, it is essential to consider what

186measures are necessary to ensure safe handling and use of the gases involved.

187Gas-handling systems and microscope use must be designed around safe operation

188in the same manner as a CVD reactor. Possible damage to the internal parts of the

189microscope must also be considered in the selection of reaction gases. For example,

190corrosive gases such H2S and SO2 Cl2 should be avoided. Also, gas leak rates

191should be kept to a minimum level for disilane which can form silicon oxide

192coatings on internal microscope surfaces including apertures and vacuum pump

193components if the leak rate or pressure is too high.

194A number of conditions for the gas-handling system must be met for successful

195nanomaterial growth. Both NW and CNT growth require a clean environment with

196very low partial pressures of water and other contaminants which can interfere with

197the primary catalytic reaction. Tubing on the gas-handling system should be

198bakeable so that water can be driven from the internal surfaces. The cleanliness

199of the setup is further discussed in Chap. 2.

200The reaction condition (nature of gas and/or temperature) must also be compat-

201ible with the heating holders used. For example, Ta-based furnace holders should

202not be used with oxygen environments (Diaz et al. 2012). In addition, the grid and

203support materials must be carefully chosen. When using a furnace holder, metal

204evaporated from the grid can interact with catalyst particles (Zhang and Su 2009).

205The next step in experimental design for nanomaterial growth should be

206checking the relevant equilibrium phase diagrams to identify possible phase trans-

207formations and the conditions necessary for growth. For example, the Au–Si phase

208diagram (Fig. 7.1) was used as a guide to identify VLS growth conditions for Si

209nanowire growth. A similar strategy was also used to determine VLS and VSS

210growth conditions for Ge NW and Si NW growth using Au and Pd as catalysts,

211respectively (Hofmann et al. 2008).

212It is important to note that phase diagrams only provide information on thermody-

213namic equilibrium: kinetic effects must also be considered. Generally, this requires

214reviewing the in situ and ex situ literature for the reactions of interest. Important data to

215obtain include rates of gas decomposition as a function of temperature and pressure,

216diffusion constants, etc. It is also worth noting that nanoscale size effects can modify

217the stability of phases compared to what is expected from the bulk equilibrium phase

218diagram (Gamalski et al. 2010). The examples provided in Sect. 8.8 can be used as a

219guide to design ETEM experiments for similar systems.

2207.6 Specimen Preparation Considerations

221Specimen preparation for nanowire growth requires the creation of catalyst

222nanoparticles, such as Au, on a substrate. Evaporation or sputtering of metal films

223onto a substrate can produce the required particles for growth, where the density
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224 and diameter of metal nanoparticles formed can be controlled by film thickness

225 (see, e.g., Daudin et al. 2012)

226 In some ultra-high vacuum (UHV) TEMs, thin-film deposition is possible via

227 evaporation within the UHV system (i.e., thin films can be deposited and samples

228 inserted into the microscope without breaking vacuum) (Hammar et al. 1996; Ross

229 2010). For example, Au films of 1–2 nm thickness evaporated onto cleaned Si(111)

230 substrates dewet in UHV to form small metal nanoparticles. The substrates were

231 oriented so that the NWs grow perpendicular to the electron beam, a convenient

232 geometry to image catalyst-NW interfaces and measure growth rates (Ross 2010).

233 Specimen preparation for CNT growth experiments must also be carefully

234 designed to avoid certain pitfalls. Small particles (1–10 nm) are typically necessary

235 for CNT growth and therefore the particle–substrate system must be chosen so that

236 sintering via coalescence or Ostwald ripening of the particles does not occur at the

237 reaction temperatures used. In the past, researchers have had success with NiO/SiOx

238 powder (Sharma and Iqbal 2004; Hofmann et al. 2007), Fe–Al2O3 (Amama

239 et al. 2010), NiO/MgAl2O4 (Helveg et al. 2004), and Co–Mo/MgO (Sharma and

240 Iqbal 2004; Picher et al. 2014). Sputtered or evaporated films may not always dewet

241 the substrate properly to form small nanoparticles unless the combination of film

242 and substrate is correctly chosen. In addition to the potential for particle size

243 increase at high temperature, it has been shown that diffusion of catalyst material

244 into the substrate can deactivate CNT growth (Kim et al. 2010b). Further discussion

245 of catalyst–substrate interactions relevant to CNT growth in the ETEM is given by

246 Kim et al. (2010a). One method for precise control of catalyst particle size, shape,

247 and location is the deposition of particles in situ using electron-beam-induced

248 deposition (EBID) (Sharma et al. 2009; Chee and Sharma 2012).

249 Typically, for transition metals, the nanoparticles are highly reactive and oxi-

250 dize. Therefore, the particles and films are present as an oxide phase at room

251 temperature and must be reduced to the metallic phase prior to CNT growth. Helveg

252 et al. reduced NiO catalyst nanoparticles in ~100 PaH2 prior to CNT growth

253 (Helveg et al. 2004). However, this step is not necessary as some of the C precursor

254 gases such as acetylene or CO also act as reducing agents and have been reported to

255 reduce iron, cobalt, and nickel oxides to the metal during the same reaction step as

256 the growth. In fact, maintaining the nanoparticles in the oxide phase until the C

257 precursor gas is introduced may be beneficial due to reduced sintering rates for the

258 oxide compared to the metal nanoparticles during heating.

259 7.7 Data Analysis

260 Many software packages are available for analysis of videos or image stacks. In

261 addition to commercial software, free and open-source software suitable for scien-

262 tific analysis of time series is available, the best known of which is ImageJ

263 (Schneider et al. 2012) (or its offshoot FIJI, Schindelin et al. 2012). Standard

264 features of ImageJ include algorithms for thresholding, quantitative particle size
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265analysis, FFTs, Fourier filtering, etc. Multiple plugins are also available for spatial

266alignment of image stacks for this platform.

267The ability to extract the growth rates of individual nanowires or nanotubes from

268in situ data is a key advantage of ETEM experiments. With such data in hand, it is

269possible to deduce the growth kinetics and identify the rate-limiting steps for the

270growth process and activation energies for various reactions. The general method is

271described by Sharma (2009) and consists of measuring growth rates at different

272temperatures and obtaining an Arrhenius plot to determine the activation energy.

273Details can be found in the relevant articles, (especially, Kim et al. 2008; Hofmann

274et al. 2008) and examples of kinetic information extracted from in situ measure-

275ments can be found in Sect. 8.8.

276Measuring growth rates for individual CNTs is complicated due to their tubular

277structure and varying inner and outer diameters, thus requiring very careful anal-

278ysis. For example, for a given outer tube diameter, it is not always possible to

279determine the number of walls, and therefore it is difficult or impossible to relate

280linear growth rates to the number of carbon atoms which have been incorporated

281into the tube and therefore it is not always possible to measure the activation

282energies for growth (Sharma 2009). This restriction does not apply to SWNTs or

283for imaging conditions which permit determination of the number of walls.

2847.8 Examples of Information Gained from In Situ 1D
285Nanomaterial Growth Experiments

2867.8.1 Nanowire Growth

287The VLS mechanism had been proposed in the 1960s for growth of whiskers

288(Wagner and Ellis 1964), but had not been experimentally confirmed until recently.

289Early in situ TEM observations of Ge nanowire growth from Au catalysts were the

290first direct evidence of the VLS growth mechanism for nanowires (Wu and Yang

2912001). In this set of experiments, the vapor source was solid material deposited on a

292TEM grid. Subsequent ETEM experiments using a gas-phase precursor confirmed

293the VLS mechanism for NW growth (Hannon et al. 2006). In situ microscopy is

294critical to verify if the catalyst particle is liquid during growth.

295Application of semiconductor nanowires requires detailed knowledge of the

296parameters controlling the growth rate to permit dimensional control during fabri-

297cation and in situ ETEM offers the ability to make highly accurate measurements of

298the growth rates of individual NWs. The unique capabilities of UHV-ETEM have

299been exploited to measure the growth rates of individual NWs as their diameters

300tapered during growth. Theoretical predictions have suggested that the growth rate

301should decrease with nanowire diameter, but these direct measurements of Si NW

302growth rates for a range of sizes indicate that growth conditions, i.e., pressure and

303temperature, and not the size, affects the growth rate (Kodambaka et al. 2006b).

7 Growth of One-Dimensional Nanomaterials in the ETEM



304 Another important contribution of in situ ETEM was the demonstration that the

305 catalyst can be solid during NW growth (Kodambaka et al. 2007). Subsequent

306 experiments have studied VSS growth in other systems such as Si NW growth from

307 Pd and Cu catalysts (Hofmann et al. 2008; Wen et al. 2009b). These studies also

308 revealed the existence of a ledge-flow controlled growth mechanism in which

309 atomic-scale ledges at the interface between the solid catalyst and the nanowire

310 move laterally resulting in the nanowire growth (see Fig. 7.3).

311 The nucleation rate dependence on the catalyst particle size was first reported by

312 Hofmann et al. (2008). Direct in situ observation, using ETEM, revealed that

313 smaller particles supersaturated, and thereby nucleated NWs, before larger particles

314 as shown in Fig. 7.4. Incubation time for Si NW nucleation was measured to be

315 /Ao
1/2, where Ao is the initial cross-sectional area of the Au particle.

316 They also showed that Si NWs grow via the VSS mechanism when using Pd as a

317 catalyst. Their analysis of growth rates of Si NW growth from Pd2Si catalysts

318 allowed the rate-limiting step to be inferred (Hofmann et al. 2008). The activation

319 energy and NW growth rates were inconsistent with a rate-limiting step set by an

320 interfacial reaction. Instead, the data indicated that Pd diffusion away from the Si

321 NW/silicide interface controlled the growth.

322 Useful kinetic and thermodynamic information extracted from in situ observa-

323 tions of individual NW nucleation and growth events also includes the quantifica-

324 tion of the nucleation events for Si NWs (Kim et al. 2008). By quantifying the

325 growth rate of Si crystals within multiple Au–Si liquid droplets at 585 �C, the
326 authors were able to extract the activation energies for disilane dissociation and Si

327 atoms joining the Si crystal from the liquid. A detailed study of the data obtained

Fig. 7.3 Growth AU4of a Si NW from a PdxSi catalyst. The in situ images show the propagation of

atomic-scale ledges across the solid–solid interface during growth (Hofmann et al. 2008)
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328enabled many more conclusions to be drawn about the physical nature of the

329nucleation process (Kim et al. 2008).

330An additional interesting phenomenon identified by in situ observations is the

331hysteresis in the state of the Au catalyst during Ge nanowire growth as a function of

332temperature, Ge2H6 pressure, and size. The catalyst particles at the tip of the

333growing NWs remain liquid below the eutectic temperature before solidifying

334abruptly. The solidification occurred as the temperature was lowered below the

335eutectic (undercooling) and the catalyst composition became Ge rich (Kodambaka

336et al. 2007). Upon reheating, catalyst particles melted at temperatures

337(superheating) above the eutectic point. The extent of undercooling or superheating

338was also observed to be dependent on the Ge2H6 pressure, i.e., the dissociative

339adsorption rate in Au particles. As a result, NWs were observed to grow both by

340VLS and VSS under the same growth conditions (Kodambaka et al. 2007).

341ETEM growth experiments have also revealed fundamental features of growth

342that influence NWmorphology and the introduction of defects such as kinks. ETEM

343was used to identify temperature regimes that produced straight or “wormy” NW

344growth (Fig. 7.5) (Madras et al. 2009). In particular, Si NWs that started out straight

345at 425 �C became kinked when the temperature was reduced to 380 �C. Real-time

346imaging of Si NW kinking was obtained, showing a transition in growth directions

Fig. 7.4 ETEM images of the nucleation of Si NWs from Au catalysts (Hofmann et al. 2008).

Analysis of multiple nucleation events indicates a size effect for nucleation. Nucleation occurs first

in small Au catalyst particles
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347 between equivalent <111> directions or from <111> to <112> directions. Fig-

348 ure 7.5 shows an image after in situ growth where a single NW has grown straight in

349 some regions and kinked at other points depending on the temperature, which was

350 varied during the growth experiment. The disilane pressure also influenced the

351 growth morphology (Madras et al. 2009).

352 Other research using ETEM has related kinking behavior to changes in the

353 dimensions of the NW (Hillerich et al. 2013). If the NW diameter shrinks, an

354 inclined facet can form and the NW can continue growing outward from the new

355 facet (Hillerich et al. 2013). Such effects are especially prominent for hybrid

356 structures, where a new material is grown on top of another material and the change

357 in interfacial energies can induce NW diameter changes. Another source of NW

358 diameter change is out-diffusion of Au from the catalyst causing shrinkage of the

359 catalyst particle. Au diffusion is sensitive to the reaction conditions used such as

360 oxygen partial pressure (Hannon et al. 2006; Kodambaka et al. 2006a). Au

361 out-diffusion during growth of Si NWs introduces several other phenomena

362 revealed by in situ ETEM experiments. For example, as Au diffuses along the

363 NW surface the Si surface energy is modified, causing the introduction of “saw-

364 tooth” faceting (Ross et al. 2005). Ostwald ripening of catalyst particles occurs as

365 Au diffuses from the smaller to the larger particles, leading to changes in catalyst

366 size during growth (Kodambaka et al. 2006a). ETEM also revealed that the

367 presence of a small amount of oxygen in the reaction chamber prevented Au

368 diffusion on the NW side walls (Kodambaka et al. 2006a).

369 While the majority of investigations of NW growth have focused on semicon-

370 ductors grown from a catalyst material, metal oxide nanowires can be grown

371 directly by a reaction of the metal with oxygen gas. Recently, Rackauskas

372 et al. observed the growth mechanisms of CuO NWs, in situ, by exposure of Cu

373 metal to oxygen in the ETEM (Rackauskas et al. 2014).

Fig. 7.5 Image of a Si NW

after growth showing the

changes in morphology as

the growth temperature is

varied. Higher growth

temperatures produce

straighter, unkinked NWs.

Scale bar is 250 nm.

Reprinted with permission

from (Madras et al. 2009),

Copyright 2009 American

Chemical Society
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3747.8.2 CNT Growth

375In situ observations of carbon nanotube (CNT) growth in the TEM possibly extends

376back to the earliest days of gas–cell microscopy in the TEM when Baker and Harris

377obtained images of carbon filaments in a modified TEM (Baker and Harris 1972;

378Baker 1989). The low-resolution in situ images obtained did not clearly show the

379filaments to be CNTs. High-resolution images and diffraction patterns, collected

380post-growth, show amorphous carbon filaments as well as thick graphitic layers in

381some filaments indicating that their structure may be similar to multi-wall CNTs.

382These filaments were of interest as they were identified as a potential source of

383catalyst poisoning and deactivation for hydrocarbon cracking reactions. Baker

384et al. also presented a growth model based on carbon supersaturated particles that

385was widely accepted until recently (Baker et al. 1972).

386ETEM observations from multiple groups have shown that the catalyst particle

387remains solid during CNT growth (Hofmann et al. 2009), clarifying the controversy

388regarding the possibility of growth from a liquid particle (Harutyunyan et al. 2005;

389Cantoro et al. 2006) due to proposed significant melting point depression for

390nanoparticles at growth temperatures. Ex situ TEM data could not, of course,

391confirm the state of the particle during growth. During in situ ETEM observation

392of carbon nanofiber (CNF) growth from Ni particles the catalyst remained solid

393while undergoing huge deformations which could be explained by rapid solid-state

394diffusion at the growth temperatures (Hofmann et al. 2007).

395During the last couple of decades, unprecedented results have been obtained by

396direct imaging of CNT nucleation and growth process at reaction temperature using

397ETEM (Helveg et al. 2004; Zhu et al. 2005; Hofmann et al. 2007). Helveg

398et al. were also first to show that surface diffusion of carbon and not bulk diffusion

399is a prominent feature for CNF growth (Helveg et al. 2004). Later, Sharma and

400Iqbal employed ETEM to identify reaction temperatures that produced different

401types of CNTs using catalysts of NiO/SiOx and Co–Mo/MgO and acetylene as the

402precursor (Sharma and Iqbal 2004).

403Even without atomic-resolution imaging of CNT growth, ETEM experiments

404enable precise measurement of the growth rates of individual tubes, adding to the

405understanding of catalyst poisoning and growth mechanisms. Early work showed

406different growth regimes for a single CNT over time and eventually the slowing and

407end of growth even though the temperature and gas pressure were not changed (Lin

408et al. 2006).

409Only within the last decade, with the development of higher-resolution ETEMs,

410has it been possible to reveal the atomic-level growth mechanisms of CNTs on

411catalyst particles (Helveg et al. 2004; Zhu et al. 2005; Hofmann et al. 2007).

412Pioneering work by several groups has provided clear evidence of a number of

413features of CNT growth. For example, Yoshida et al., showed that Fe catalyst

414particles during CNT growth are transformed to the cementite phase Fe3C, as
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415 illustrated in Fig. 7.6 (Yoshida et al. 2008) or a more complex Mo-containing

416 carbide in the presence of Mo (Yoshida et al. 2012). Together with other observa-

417 tions, this information strongly suggested that bulk diffusion occurs during CNT

418 growth from Fe catalysts because the entire catalyst particle adopted the observed

419 carbide structure (Yoshida et al. 2008). Recently, the crystal structures of active and

420 inactive particles have been identified by examining a number of HRTEM images

421 of Fe catalysts, recorded under reaction conditions, during CNT growth and after

422 growth termination. Experimental data show that the structure of active particles is

423 cementite (Fe3C) and that of inactive particles is Hägg phase (Fe5C2) (Mazzucco

424 et al. 2014). In situ evidence in fact indicated that termination of CNT growth was

425 correlated with the formation of the Hägg phase. Density functional theory (DFT)

426 calculations further confirmed that the inactivity of the Fe5C2 structure is due to the

427 lower mobility of the C atoms and the higher C–C bond formation energies on the

428 stable (010) surface (Mazzucco et al. 2014).

429 The unexpected restructuring and shape changes of a solid catalyst particle, a

430 liquid like behavior, during CNT growth were first observed by ETEM. It was

431 known from ex situ TEM imaging that metal particles could be incorporated into

432 the hollow center of the nanotube (Ajayan et al. 1994), but the mechanism of

433 incorporation was unclear. Direct in situ evidence of a Ni catalyst particle changing

434 shape during tip growth of a nanofiber was obtained by Helveg et al. (2004) who

435 showed elongation and contraction of the Ni catalyst. Restructuring during the

Fig. 7.6 In situ ETEM images during CNT growth from a Fe catalyst. Analysis of the lattice

fringes indicates the active phase during growth is cementite. Reprinted with permission from

Yoshida et al. (2008), Copyright 2008 American Chemical Society
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436initial stages of growth was also observed for a Ni catalyst during root growth

437(Hofmann et al. 2007).

438The driving force for the catalyst particle reshaping during growth and becoming

439incorporated within the CNT is still open to debate. Interpretations based on

440capillary forces, strong metal-carbon bonding, etc. have been proposed (Sun

441et al. 2006; Schebarchov and Hendy 2008). Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations

442and continuum modeling have been shown to reproduce observations from ETEM

443experiments in work reported by Moseler et al. (2010). This study indicated that

444enhanced diffusion of Ni interface atoms and capillary forces could explain exper-

445imental observations. It was not necessary to assume that the Ni metal particle

446liquefied, instead the particle remained crystalline during MD simulations as the

447restructuring happened. This restructuring after nucleation identifies one of the

448limitations of controlling CNT growth by control of the initial catalyst particle

449features as new crystal facets can form and the particle size can change. Shape

450changes of the catalyst particle during growth were observed to be associated with

451the formation of the so-called bamboo structures during growth in an ETEM

452experiment (Lin et al. 2007).

453The nucleation of an SWCNT on a catalyst particle has been the subject of

454much research because of the importance of this step in determining the SWCNT

455chirality. Ex situ TEM images, diffraction patterns, and lattice-energy-based

456theoretical simulations suggest that the atomic arrangement of the catalyst parti-

457cle surface determines the structure of the SWCNT cap (and thereby the chirality)

458at the nucleation stage (Reich et al. 2006; Zhu et al. 2008; Koziol et al. 2010;

459Picher et al. 2014). However, the nucleation period is very short and difficult to

460capture during ETEM observations at the typical ~30 Hz frame rates of most

461charge-couple device (CCD) cameras. In addition, high resolution is necessary to

462observe the single atomic layer of C forming the nucleus, requiring high stability

463from the heating holder during the beginning of the reaction. Recently, Picher

464et al. have reported the formation of a graphene layer that developed into an

465SWCNT on a Co–carbide catalyst on an MgO support (Picher et al. 2014). Time-

466resolved images of the nucleation step were obtained by reducing the rate of

467SWCNT growth. In this work, an initial graphene layer was reported to form on a

468(020) facet of the Co2C particle and remained tethered to one facet as the other

469edge of the graphene moved stepwise across a C-terminated (210) facet until

470reaching and attaching to another (020) surface, at which point the CNT grew out

471from the particle (Fig. 7.7). DFT calculations confirmed that different works of

472adhesion of graphene layer for the different crystallographic surfaces determined

473the tethering and lift-off facets for SWCNT on the catalyst nanoparticle (Picher

474et al. 2014).
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475 7.9 Limitations

476 7.9.1 Electron Beam Damage

477 Various types of damage or other unwanted effects of electron beam irradiation can

478 occur during in situ TEM imaging. Electron beam damage can be categorized into

479 three main classes: (1) beam heating, (2) atom displacement and removal, and

480 (3) contamination. Atom displacement can occur through one of several mecha-

481 nisms depending on the material. It is important to keep in mind when considering

482 radiation damage that, although the beam energy may be hundreds of thousands of

483 electron volts, damage requires a mechanism for energy transfer from the beam

484 electrons to the sample and higher beam energies can lead to less damage if the

485 likelihood of the damage mechanism decreases. Ionization damage is reduced at

486 higher voltages because the cross section for ionization decreases.

487 Energy absorbed in the specimen via inelastic scattering from the incident beam

488 can heat the sample. The amount of energy deposited depends on the cross section

Fig. 7.7 In situ ETEM images during the nucleation of a CNT on a Co-based catalyst (Picher

et al. 2014). A graphene layer forms and covers two surface facets of the catalyst before reaching a

second surface, where the CNT nucleus anchors and liftoff occurs. This type of interaction

between surface facet and CNT embryo suggests the possibility of engineering CNTs by control-

ling the catalyst faceting

J. Winterstein and R. Sharma



489for excitations, nature, and thickness of sample material. The important conditions

490to avoid are a high current in a small diameter beam with a low thermal conduc-

491tivity support. A discussion of beam heating and an equation to calculate the

492temperature increase can be found in Egerton et al. (2004).

493Perhaps the most serious result of beam irradiation for nanomaterial growth is

494contamination. Particularly for CNT growth, the presence of water and unwanted

495hydrocarbons on the sample or in the sample area can easily ruin an in situ

496experiment. Some recommendations for limiting contamination include: plasma

497clean the sample and support film when possible (Isabell et al. 1999) (carbon films

498can withstand short durations in a plasma cleaner of ~5 to 20 s); (McGilvery

499et al. 2012) avoid the use of acetone as cleaning agent or to disperse the catalyst

500particles on TEM grids—instead use ethanol or isopropanol of high purity from a

501glass container or use dry loading; heat the sample and film in a clean or inert

502atmosphere (heating in argon was used to clean graphene films attached to lacey

503carbon on copper grids for nano-area diffraction) (Tendeloo et al. 2012).

504In addition to build-up of material on the sample, contaminant molecules can

505cause sample etching. The presence of water in particular can catalyze the etching

506of carbonaceous materials under the electron beam according to the following

507reactions which can convert C into CO and CO2: (Hren et al. 1979).

H2O ! H2O
þ þ e�

H2O
þ þ C ! Hþ Hþ þ CO

508Ross has reported that the beam has little effect on growth kinetics as the NWs in

509unirradiated regions can be seen to be approximately the same length as NWs

510exposed to the beam. However, the beam can decompose the precursor gases

511causing deposition on the NW sidewalls (Ross 2010).

512Carbon materials can be damaged by atom displacement by knock-on damage.

513The low atomic number of carbon means that the threshold for displacement is

514usually below the accelerating voltage used. To avoid atom displacement, a beam

515energy below ~80 kV should be used (Smith and Luzzi 2001). The results of atom

516displacements in CNTs include the reduction of the diameter as atoms are removed

517and the formation of a variety of defects. At elevated temperatures, carbon atoms

518are mobile in CNTs and radiation damage can cause unexpected changes in the

519CNTs including joining of separate CNTs (Banhart 2006).

520Beam heating is expected to be negligible for CNTs as the small cross section for

521scattering and low thickness mean little energy is transferred to cause heating and

522CNTs have a high thermal conductivity that quickly removes deposited heat

523(Banhart 2006; Smith and Luzzi 2001). However, small nanoparticle catalysts on

524a thermally insulating substrate may experience some beam heating.

525Under growth conditions, the anti-contamination device (cold finger) is not used,

526leading to the presence of a small amount of water that is particularly problematic

527for imaging of CNTs due to the catalytic etching effect described previously

528(Mølhave et al. 2007). If imaging of CNTs after growth is necessary, in the

529experience of the authors, beam effects can be reduced if the sample temperature
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530 is kept at or above ~200 �Cwhich reduces the absorption of water by the sample and

531 allows the point defects generated by the beam to anneal.

532 Imaging of CNTs grown in the ETEM away from the electron beam shows that

533 for a range of imaging and growth conditions the beam has no measurable effect as

534 CNTs are similar in irradiated and non-irradiated regions after growth at high

535 temperatures. However, the effect of electron radiation should always be monitored

536 for every reaction condition.

537 7.9.2 Temperature Measurement

538 Although it had been previously recognized as a potential problem and studied to a

539 limited extent (Baker and Harris 1972), the precise decrease in specimen temper-

540 ature with gas introduction has not been measured until recently. Direct sample

541 temperature measurements for flowing H2 and N2 have been made using diffraction

542 to measure metal lattice expansion (Winterstein et al. 2014) and Raman scattering

543 to measure changes in vibrational states (Picher et al. 2015). Temperature changes

544 of several hundred degrees Celsius have been measured for pressures of ~100 PaH2.

545 At much lower pressures (<10 Pa), the change in specimen temperature may be

546 negligible, but it cannot be ignored for high ETEM pressures. Because the nature of

547 nanomaterial growth is very sensitive to specimen temperature, it is important to

548 consider the quenching effect of gases and several test runs may be necessary to

549 identify proper conditions. This should be considered when trying to match in situ

550 reaction conditions to ex situ results.

551 7.10 Future Research Directions

552 The features of 1D nanomaterial growth discovered by ETEM experiments con-

553 firms the value of ETEM for understanding the basic science of nanotube and

554 nanowire growth. While ETEM experiments have answered many questions, new

555 questions have arisen and remain to be resolved.

556 Looking to the future, we anticipate higher time resolution to study nucleation

557 events and other rapid phenomena. Imaging with higher time resolution will require

558 new cameras with frame rates greater than the typical ~30 Hz capabilities of CCDs

559 and more stable holders to limit drift during fast heating. New, faster cameras and

560 micro-electro-mechanical system (MEMS) holders with lower drift rates are now

561 available and are being used (see Chap. 5). Detectors with higher quantum effi-

562 ciencies, necessary for high-speed imaging, can also reduce dose requirements.

563 New correlative techniques for more thorough analysis, e.g., combining light

564 spectroscopy and TEM imaging, should enable a greater understanding of growth

565 processes in the ETEM. Better control of sample temperature with the newer

566 generation of MEMS-based holders should also permit greater accuracy in the

567 extraction of kinetic and thermodynamic information.

J. Winterstein and R. Sharma
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